The present understanding of charm and bottom decays is reviewed. Special emphasis is placed on discussing the theoretical uncertainties in view of the particularly rich harvest of new data from the last year. A semi-quantitative description
of D decays has emerged enabling us to address rather detailled and relatively subtle questions there, like on once and twice Cabibbo suppressed decays. Beauty physics having left its infancy is now in its adolescence; its future development towards maturity is analyzed.
I. Motivation
Giving a review talk is like playing simultaneous chess; not much attention is paid to the games you win -almost everybody focuses on the ones you lose, on your failures. The similarity between the two situations extends also to the question on which strategy to adopt: Do you attribute the same weight to every opponent/problem and divide your time equally among them? Or do you exercise some personal judgement by dividing the field into "easy, tough and entertaining"?
Then you proceed to run over the first kind and draw honorably with the second kind; that way you boost your confidence and gain in respectability. can indulge yourself with the third category; by that time it is probably too late to worry unduly about. winning or losing. It is the-second strategy I am going to
adopt, yet it is not in my self-interest to specify which of the problems I regard as "easy, tough or entertaining". May I add that I will not cover mixing, CP violation or truly rare decays.
There exists a triple motivation for dedicated work in this field.
1. Charm and beauty decays present us with a rather unique opportunity to learn important lessons about QCD on the interface between the perturbative and non-perturbative regimes. Open flavor states QQ with Q[q] denoting a heavy (light) fl avor can help to bridge the gap between the light hadrons, QQ, where our understanding is rather unsatisfactory, and quarkonia states, QQ, where potential models work increasingly well. Heavy flavor baryons QQ~Q~ offer interesting studies as well; in essence this is similar to structural studies with molecules into which radioactive atoms have been implanted.
2. We want to extract the KM parameters like V( ub), V( cb), etc. They obviously represent fundamental parameters which have to be known and, hopefully, understood.
(On a practical level it is always helpful to know what one is trying to understand). The KM parameters describe quark couplings whereas it is the couplings of hadrons only that can be observed directly. The impact of QCD on heavy flavor decays has thus to be understood to some degree at least.
3. We all strive to find "New Physics." This noble endeavor is however hampered by the sometimes annoying presence of Old Physics. The search for the former is thus determined by the understanding of the latter.
The outline of the talk will be as follows: .-
In Section II, I will analyze charm decays, both the present understanding and its future refinements; in Section III, I discuss beauty decays with particular emphasis on IV(cb)l and lV(ub)I b f e ore concluding with some remarks on the future in Section IV. In general, I will not present a comprehensive review with all numbers and experimental findings; those can be found in other talks at this 111 conference.
Instead I will focus on the most topical features and pass theoretical judgement on them.
-
II. The Decays of Charm
A. Lessons on Strong Interactions in P/P Decays.
1. Semi-Leptonic P/D+ Decays.
These decays are not expected to pose as big a theoretical challenge as nonleptonic decays since they involve only one type of hadronic matrix element: 
Yet a more detailed look reveals a potential problem of considerable relevance:
MARK III has reportedL3' IyD + hx*)
I-yD + lvK7r) = (0.55 -0.57) f 0.13 .
It should be noted that the quoted error is statistical only and that Eq. (3) does not represent a unique interpretation. 
If Eq. (6) were confirmed by more data, we could not claim to have necessarily a theoretical disaster at hand -after all there is an old prediction Considering these -for a theorist -unpleasant consequences, I feel strongly inclined to belief that Eq. (6) d oes not represent the last word -that instead it will go up by a factor of two or so.
2. Non-leptonic P/D+ Decays.
(a) The "Art of Theoretical Engineering"
In an effort to be practical and to concentrate on the doable, Stech and 
The renormalization coefficients c& are produced by QCD radiative corrections; c& = 1 holds in the absence of QCD. The parameter [ denotes the relative size of matrix elements in color space; e.g.
;,j = 1,2, . ..N.. Naively, just counting numbers, one might expect < N_ l-1 x -3' Something has to be clearly kept in mind here: It is (trivially) true that changing the values of c* can offset almost any change in < (apart from (ai + u~)~(uI -
Yet th is observation amounts to little more than numerology, since the origins of these parameters are very different: q are due to hard gluon effects, [ on the other hand to soft gluons.
Eq. (7) shows there are three categories of decays:
. I will come back to this point later on. . < Z 0 effectively since it is of higher order in +: t = $;
. factorization holds;
. W exchange and FSI have to be ignored.
The description of the data obtained in this approach is not bad, though definitely poorer than in the Stech et al. approach. This can be traced back largely to the fact that FSI effects are ignored. On the other hand this approach is certainly more compact and obviously self-consistent since it is based on just one basic assumption, namely ignoring terms that are non-leading in $. This one assumption however is purely adhoc. 9 (c) The "High Z', Superconductor" Approach.
i .
There is one approach that will (hopefully) solve all our problems and settle all issues once and for all -the use of lattice Monte Carlo calculations. However, like with high Z', superconductors, its benefits will not be reaped in the very near future; quite a few years will pass before it will yield definitive results on charm decays. 
from their upper bound on D+ + p+v. Of course, it is highly desirable to improve the sensitivity on fD, hopefully reaching the level indicated in Eq.
(22); of course, it is equally desirable to obtain a comparable number on fF. 
were found since factorization yields typically
BR(D,+ --+ q'r+) -'BR(D,+ + VT+) -BR(D,+ + &T+) . (35)
The presence of a nearby scalar resonance would offer a natural explanation for an enhancement in D, + qn, 7'~ since O+-+PP o+++pv.
Also it should be noted that (36) o+ f+ 37T
Such a scalar resonance would therefore not contribute to D, -+ 3~. -. This is all true in principle; in practice however a lot of very hard work of not necessarily the most lucid kind is required since it is the hadrons that decay, not the quarks. This is the issue I want to address.
A. V(d) in Semi-leptonic Decays.
Already anticipating that IV(cb)12 >> IV(ub)12 we can write down r(B + X) = f(V(cb)) . 
The ud pair is then in a isosinglet state and only I = f baryons can be 
